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Knowledge: Graduate knows and understands
Descriptor 

symbol

Descriptor 

symbol

K_W01
Knows and understands on some basic level the role of philosophical

reflection in shaping spiritual culture
P6U_W2 P6S_WK1

K_W02

Possesses basic knowledge on the place and meaning of philosophy in

relation to theology as well as to the formal and exact sciences and on

the subject - and methodological - specifity of philosophy

P6U_W1 P6S_WG1

K_W03 Knows some terminology of main philosophical systems P6U_W1 P6S_WG1

K_W04
Knows basic philosophical terminology in a chosen foreign language in

one of the philosophical subdisciplines (E), (H), (L), (M)
P6U_W1 P6S_WG1

K_W05

Has well- ordered and historically grounded knowledge on some classic,

modern and contemporary approaches, both those world-wide

recognized and vernacular from one of the philosophical subdisciplines

(E), (H), (L), (M)

P6U_W1 P6S_WG1

K_W06
Has well-ordered particular knowledge from the area of the philosophical

subdisciplines: (E), (H), (L), (M)
P6U_W1 P6S_WG1

K_W07
Knows and understands basic methods of analyzing and interpreting

various forms of philosophical statements
P6U_W2 P6S_WG1

K_W08
Knows and understands basic notions and principles from the domain of

intellectual property protection and copyright law
P6U_W2 P6S_WK2

K_W09
Possesses basic knowledge on institutions of culture and is up to date

with contemporary cultural life
P6U_W2 P6S_WK2

Skills: a graduate can
Descriptor 

symbol

Descriptor 

symbol

K_U01
Is able to find, analyze, evaluate, arrange and use information by

employing sources both printed and digital
P6U_U1 P6S_UW1

Learning outcomes for general university courses (foreign language classes, physical education, 

entrepreneurship, university mission courses) are specified in the relevant resolutions of the Senat
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K_U02

Possesses basic research skills - including formulating and analyzing

research problems, choosing research methods and instruments,

elaborating and presenting results - which allow to solve philosophical

problems

P6U_U1 P6S_UW1

K_U03
Is able to acquire knowledge and develop research skills on his own, on

the basis of instruction given by academic supervisor
P6U_U2 P6S_UW1

K_U04

Is able to employ in typical professional situations some basic theoretical

understandings, research paradigms and concepts characterisitic for the

discipline studied in the domain of the humanities

P6U_U1 P6S_UK2

K_U05

Is able to select proper and adequate instruments for interpreting and

analyzing philosophical texts, to summarize and analyze philosophical

arguments as well as to identify their key theses, assumptions and

consequences

P6U_U1 P6S_UW1

K_U06

Possesses the skill of argumentation of formulating conclusions in a

written and oral form, properly employing a specialist terminology and

views of other autohrs

P6U_U3
P6S_UK1

P6S_UK2

K_U07
Possesses the skill of writing summaries and simple dissertations in

studies conducted language, utilizing bibliography from the field
P6U_U3

P6S_UK1

 P6S_UW1

K_U08
Possesses the skill of translating from a chosen foreign language texts

belonging to one of the philosophical subdisciplines: (E), (H), (L), (M)
P6U_U3 P6S_UK3

K_U09
Possesses linguistic skills in the domains and disciplines of a science

corresponding to his/her disciplines of studies
P6U_U3 P6S_UK1

K_U10 Can plan and realize lifelong learning P6U_U2 P6S_UU1

K_U11 Can cooperate and work in a groups P6U_U3
P6S_UO1

P6S_UO2

Social comptence: a graduate is ready to 
Descriptor 

symbol

Descriptor 

symbol

K_K01
Is able to determine adequately priorities which would help to complete a

task determined by himself/herself or the others
P6U_K P6S_KK1

K_K02
Can undertake a deepened analysis of the situation and problems and

formulate suggestions of solution
P6U_K P6S_KK2

K_K03
Can justify the role of philosophy and responsibility for preserving the

cultural heritage of the region, country and Europe
P6U_K

P6S_KO1

P6S_KO2

K_K04
Participates in cultural life using various media and its various forms, in

interested in current events and trends in philosophy and culture
P6U_K P6S_KR1


